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becoming 'extinct',
some presidentwants
to go to war, your best
friend's on a ship to
Iraq, raciSIll becomes
cOIllIllonplace, the
person xou live above
was fag-bashed'
while the person
under you gets
beaten by their
spouse every night
and still...

and still you get up
the next morning (if
you had any tiIlle to
sleep) and get to class.
you re the reason
why I bother writing
this editorial. stay
hard. keep living.

Love, Joel Ramirez
Chief Co-Editor

you because they're
having an emotional,
physical breakdown
but it takes you five
hours to get anywhere
by transit and you're
running to do your
errands so you can
keep using your TIC
transfer while the
environment is falling
apart; there's holes in
the sky and you can't
drink the water
because the fish can't
even drink it and
aspartine gives you
brain damage and
nobody seems to care
except you so you're
left writing letters to
your local MP who also
doesn't care while
children are dying,
en tire races are

'd " "1e ~t'or~a
a bit of bot.h as you
struggle to put together
a,DNo hundred page
essay, double-spaceCl,
one-inch margins, APA
style on somethingyou
ktiowabsolutelynofliing
about, in DNo hours
because you spent half
the day protesting
tuition hiKes and the
other half the day at
some minimum wage
p~rt-time job which is
actually a full-time job
in hours but a part
titne casual jOb on
paper so th.ey don't
have to gIve you
benefits at the same
time...

you're struggling to
hold a long distance
relationship and your
current friends need

Becoming a member of the Pro
tern staff is a decision not to be taken
lightly. It could change your life. In
addition to improving your resume,
the experience you gain will come in
handy for the rest of your life.

You never know when you will
have to edit an article, and won't
your boss be impressed when you
point out that "theatre" is spelled 
re- instead of -er-.Your sex life will
improve as you become famous
because your name is all over the
newspaper. And our weekly
meetings/parties offer endless fun.
You won't regret it.

dear Protem
readers,

you can't seem to
find the right mutual
fund that suits your
'best interest' because
the banker sitting in
front of you has an
excessively annoying
tie and you've lost
track of all your high
school friends who
still manage to find
time to forward you a
listoftop one hundred
things that are sexist,
racist, andhomophobic
which leads you to the
conclusion they've
changed or you've
changed but in any
case you've grown
apartand meanwhile...

you feel extremely
lazy or stupid or even

Pro Tem is the bilingual and independent
newspaper of Glendon College, founded in
1962 as the student publication of York
University. En plus d'etre gratuit, Pro Tem est
Ie seul journal bilingue en Ontario. Les
opinions et les faits emis par les signataires
n'engagent qu'eux-memes, et non I'equipe
editoriale. Les articles sous-entendant des
propos ditTamatoires, racistes, antisemites,
sexistes ou homophobes ne seront pas publies.
The deadline to submit ads and articles is
every other Tuesday at 5 pm. Meetings are on
Tuesday at 5:00 pm. Nos bureaux sont situes
dans Ie Manoir Glendon, local 117. Editorial
and Advertising: 487-6736. Fax: 487-6821. E
Mail:protem@delphi.glendon.yorku.ca
Tirage: 3000 exemplaires.
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-------------nouvelles
Students top list of budget spending

priorities
OTTAWA (CUP) - Funding for students eclipsed paying down the

national debt and tax reduction as the number one spending priority
in the country's first balanced budget in almost three decades.

But student leaders are
disappointed by the lack of
immediate money to help reduce
debt loads for students already in the
post-secondary education system.

"What we were looking for in
this budget was something
significant to help o~t people now.
We didn't get that," Brad Lavigne,
national chair of the Canadian
Federation of Students, said.

"The overriding problem is that
debts are too high and there is nothing
in this budget that will actually help
reduce those individual debt
burdens."

Finance Minister Paul Martin's
fifth budget contained a package of
measures aimed at providing
students with more money when
they enter university or college and
a more flexible student loan
repayment scheme when they get
out.

The centerpiece of the budget
was the millennium scholarship
fund, Jean Chretien's apparent
legacy. The $2.5-billion fund will
provide annual scholarships of up to
_$3,000 to more than 100,000
stude'tits" The fund\\iiU dry-up after
just 10 years.

Further, as studentgroups feared,
the fund won't actually hand out any
money until 2000, skipping a
generation of students who already
borrow to pay for their education.

"It's almost, in a sense, too little
too late," Paul Black, president of
Acadia University's studentcouncil.

Aside from dollar figures, there
are other criteria for the millennium
fund. Financial need and academic
merit were listed as requirements
for students who want to access the
scholarships, but neither of those
terms were defined. Education
groups have been almost universal
in demanding that the fund be tied
solely to financial need.

The government says it will set
up an arms-length board ofdirectors
to administer the fund. It didn't say
who would be on that board, except
that members will come from the
private sector and will include at
least one student.

Some students will receive extra
money as early as this year, however.
More than 25,000 full- and part
time students with children or
dependents will receive grants ofup
to $3,000 through the Canada
Student Loans Program.

Part-time students will also be
allowed to claim an education credit
of $60 for each month they were
attending school, something
previously available only to full
time students. As well, student
parents will be aJlowed to claim a
child-care expense while they attend
school.

"What we've got here is a positive
indicator, a very good first step,"
Hoops Harrison, national director
of the Canadian Alliance ofStudent
Associations, said. "But there needs
to be a little bit more of an emphasis
on immediate debt reduction."

While that immediate debt
reduction wasn't there, the
government announced several
changes to the Canada Student Loan
Program.

"The measures we are
announcing today will help to ensure
that Canadian students are not mired
in a swamp ofdebt from which they
can never escape," Martin said in
his budget speech.

Starting this year, gra~uates will
get tax relief for interest payments
on their student loans. About one
million people will be allowed to
claim a 17 percent federal tax credit
on their yearly interest payments.
The credit only applies to interest
payments on loans obtained from
federal and provincial loan
programs. Students who get private
loans from banks will not be eligible.

The government also expanded
its graduate interest relief program.
Starting this year, students earning
less than $22,300 will qualify for
full interest-relief for 30 months, an
option previously available only to
people earning less than $20,460.

Beginning in 1999, partial interest
reliefwill be available for graduates
who have trouble paying back their
loans and earn less than $28,300 a
year. Students earning $24,000 can
l1ave' the fe<letal- government ~pick
up 75 per cent of their monthly
interest payments, those who make
$26,000 will get 50 per cent relief,
while Ottawa will pick up 25 per
cent of the tab for people earning
$28,000.

Graduates who exhaust the 30
month interest relief period and still
experience repayment problems can

now ask the lending institution to
extend the repayment period from
10 years to 15 years, a move that
would reduce monthly payments by
nearly 25 percent at current interest
rates. If the student still can't meet
minimum monthly payments, the
interestreliefperiod will beextended
from 30 months to 54 months.

For those who still remain in
financial difficulties after those relief
measures, the,government will write
off up to 50 percent of the federal
portion ofthe student loan or forgive
$10,000 worth ofdebt, whichever is
lower. Students will only qualify for
that final measure if their annual

, debt payment exceeds 15 percent of
their income.

Robert Giroux, president of the
Association of Universities and
Colleges of Canada, called the
budget "a tremendous package of
measures." Many of the new
initiatives had been suggested by a
coalition ofseven national education
groups that was spearheaded by the
AUCC and included both national
student groups.

ButGiroux said there should have
been a longer financial commitment
to research and development through
funding for Canada's three national
granting councils.

',The N"atural Sciences and
Engineering Research Council, the

Medical Research Council, and the
Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council all saw their
budgets restored to 1994-95 levels
and will see further small increases
until 2001, bringing combined
funding up to $903-million from the
current $766-million.

"Canada needs to keep pace in
the innovative economy and
therefore the government will have
to provide additional funding in
future years," Giroux said.

But Rubina Ramji would like to
see more funding now. The head of
the Canadian Graduate Council says
the three granting agencies currently
only fund 17 percent of all graduate
students. The new money will o~ly
increase that number to about 20
percent and Ramji says nothing else
in the budget offers much help for
graduate students with limited
financial resources.

"This millennium fund will help
a lot of undergraduate students,"
she said. "But by the time they get to
graduate school and if they don't get
money from the granting councils,
they are not going to find any other
kind of funding to get into school."

The budgetalso tried to encourage
parents to save for their children's
education. Ottawa will match 20
percent of any money parents put
into a Registered Education Savings
Plan (RESP), up to a maximum of
$400 of federal money per child
each year.

The federal government will also
allow people to withdraw up to
$10,000 from an RRSP without

. penalty to retrain or upgrade their
education. The government also

promised extra money for youth
employment programs and a tax
break for businesses that hire young
people.

In total, the Liberals announced
$11-billion in new spending and $7
billion in tax reliefover four years in
the budget.

----.-------.- -- -- ---_._- ---- --~ --
---- "---- -- -" " - .-
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vice-president and teaching staff, set
their salaries and establish faculties
and schools. New BOG members
are appointed by the current BOG
melnbers. It's no wonder then that
the majority of governors are
corporate executives, bank CEOs,
business people. Most BOGs have
two or three students, a handful of
facul ty staff, and perhaps one or two
representatives of benevolent
foundations who donate to the
school. At this point, the question of
accountability has to be raised. Just
whodoBOGmembersserve? When
students asked York Governor
Joseph Sorbara the very same
question, he screamed "I'm here
because I want to be. I'm not here
for you!" At York University, the
available manual on the BOG states
that governors are responsible to the
York community and to the York
mission. Section 4 of the York Act
spells out our university's mission
as "the intellectual, spiritual, social,
moral and physical development of
[York University's] members and
the betterment ofsociety". Here is a
look at a few ofour "spiritual, social"
and "moral" leaders.

Charles Hantho, Chair of York's
BOG. The governor currently splits
his university governing duties with
directorship positions at seven
corporations, and the lobby group
Business Council on National
Interests. As director of the
aforementioned Imasco, he
represents the interests of Imperial
Tobacco and as such, receives a
salary. Apparently not paying taxes
and selling addictive, cancer-causing
products are actions which promote
the "betterment of society," not to
mention our "physical development"
here at York University, or Mr.
Hantho would be severely neglecting
his duties as Chair ofYork's highest
governing body.

Lorna Marsden, PresidentofYork
U. Marsden is on the board of
directors of four companies,
including Westcoast Energy. This
little gem of a multinational
corporation has had its eye on the
natural gas reserves in East Timor,
and has been involvedin negotiations
with Australia and Indonesia.
Indonesia has occupied East Timor
for the last twenty years and killed
over 200,000 East Timorese people.
Westcoast Energy also owes $396
million in deferred taxes. Marsden
was appointed to presidency this
year to much fanfare in the media,
and particular attention was made to
her credentials, including her stint
as president of the National Action
Committee on the Status ofWomen.
Yet despite her "feminist"
background, and the fact that she is
the highest paid university president
in Canada ($250,000 a year), she has
done nothing to correct the legislated
inequality regarding salaries at York.
Female faculty have been told that
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the federal
government's

of revenue
corporate

, has shrunk
from 25% in

195 5

several representatives on Boards of
Governors, including York's.

Memorial University Chancellor
and former cabinet minister John
Crosbie sums up the corporate creed
that makes irrelevant the human
value attached to money. On the
matter of corporate donations, he
has said: "Money is money, and if
there is a donation to be had and
somebody wants to make adonation,
then I don't see why we wouldn't
accept their money." It doesn't seem
to matter if the money was made
selling addictive cancer-causing
products or if the millions were
"earned" strip-mining a Third World
country. This narrow-minded
perspective also refuses to
acknowledge that a huge amount of
money is circulating among the elite
in our society, and that taxes are
either not being paid, or are much
too low.

For instance,

to 8% today, while individual taxes
have skyrocketed to 59% from 33%.
Perhaps ifImasco Ltd. would pay up
the $58 million in deferred taxes that
it owes the Canadian government 
heck, maybe if the government
would collect the $40 billion in total
that it is owed in deferred corporate
taxes - then universities would not
have to bow down to corporations
run by people with not even a speck
of moral or social responsibility.

Such a system of public-private
funding means the death ofprograms
conflicting with corporate interests~

As York Universi ty Fine Arts student
Blair Dowell writes in his revealing
pamphlet on the school's Board of
Governors, private donors
discriminate in favour of programs
that are "high yield" - that is, Sciences
and Medicine. The Humanities,

Social Sciences and Fine Arts are
"low yield" and treated with
contempt and, ultimately, fear.
These are the programs that foster
creativity, critical thinking, social
analysis, and dissent, or all the skills
that the corporate agenda does not
want to encourage in large amounts
of people! In the words of the
enlightened Mike Harris himself:
"Graduate~ in [of the Humanities,
Geography and Sociolgy] have little
hope of contributing to society in
any Ineaningful way." No, the
workforce of the future will be full
of narrowly-skilled, docile workers
if the elite of our society have their
way. Schools, like our Qwn Glendon
College, offer programs that focus
on the Humanities and has been
suffering cutbacks to programs and
staff layoffs. Another example is
Carleton University. Carleton
President Richard Van Loon, who
served under the Harris government
in the Ministry of Health when it
was decimated, and as deputy
Minister of Indian Affairs during
aka, initiated the end of
undergraduate and graduate
programs in German, Spanish,
Russian, Comparative Literature,
and the Classics. He also pushed for
the closure of Equity Programs, the
Aboriginal Student Center and the
Paul Menton Center (for students
with disabilities). The decision was

made in a short series of closed
~~ senate meetings, in
J which it was incorrectly

claimed that the
languages and literature

programs were
operating on a
deficit of

i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~$~332'890.When the
union of
·aculty

discovered
that the data
was faulty
and that they
were in fact
operating on

.t a surplus of
$88,025, not

even the Italian Embassy's million
dollar offer to keep the programs
running, could save them. President
Van Loon refused the evidence
saying, "the recommendations [for
closure of programs] are based on
many factors beyond the revenue
and cost allocations." How very
revealing of this man's priorities.

Now, you might be wondering
how someone who is so obviously
pursuing a non-academic agenda
ever came to preside over a
university. The answer is that he
was appointed by a group ofbusiness
people ... Let usexamine the highest
governing body at the Canadian
university.

The Board of Governors
(commonly referred to as the BOG)
has the power to set tuition fees,
appoint and remove the president,

barring credit unions from providing
the same service. The next year,
Canadian banks donated $600,000
to the Liberal party.

Government-corporate collusion
is not limited to only increasing the
profits of banks and their
shareholders. Post-secondary
institutions have also been actively
seeking "partnerships" with the
private sector, in which corporate
donations come complete with
privileged strings attached. For
example, there is much corporate
involvement in Scientific and
Medical programs, as companies
gain access to publicly-funded
research facilities, to "free workers"
(researchers), and to the rights of the
end products. The National Science
and Engineering Council. to: ~~~.<

Canadian universities (NSECR) .l~,
developed a private jet for the . : ~>
Quebec multinational Bombardier >;~::.::

that has turned out to be a
financial success for the
company. In this case,
corporate
donations are
literally
paying off.
The

desperate
need for
private funds
not only
benefits
private sector

~~~::~~o:s~; BOARD O~
compromises ..l
the quality and

~:l;:~:~;~~: GOVERN0RS
business donor ·.tDiI--......------~

was actually allowed to donate to
the University ofToronto Faculty of
Manag~menton condition that he be
allowed to "prescribe" the
curriculum! That incident is
complimented by many other multi
million dollar donations, eagerly
accepted by Boards of Governors
across the country, on behalf of the
likes ofPeter Munk. Munk seems to
have a penchant for dictators as he
has publicly proclaimed the mass
murderer and former Chilean
dictator General Pinochet a hero, as
well as having bribed the daughter
of Presidnet Suharto, Indonesian
dictator par excellence, for mining
rights to.the "Timor Gap". Another
class act is Imasco Ltd, parent
company of Imperial Tobacco, who
manufactures Players and Du
Maurier cigarettes. Imasco has

news
Canadian universities -selling out 

York 'oardof Iove",or, tied to over10 ,orporation,
Elise Gatti

In Decemberof1997,the Ontariogovernment made three devastating
announcements regarding public funding for post-secondary education.
In addition to the initial 160/0 cut when the Harris government first
came into power, Ontario's universities were told that government
payments were to be frozen, that university Boards of Governors
would be permitted to raise tuition another 20% in the next two years,
and that the province's post-secondary institutions would be given
"full discretion" to set tuition fees for graduate and professional
programs, "where job opportunities are virtually guaranteed and
income after graduation is substantial."

Whatever political doublespeak
may spew from our Premier's mouth,
the cumulative cuts to social
programs in the last three years could
well have p.aved the road to
privatization. The evidence
overwhelmingly shows that
Canada's public institutions are
being invaded by the corporate
agenda of greed and power
concentration.

In the last decade, university
students in Canada have faced a
150% increase in tuition, no thanks
to the $2.29 billion in cuts to post
secondary institutions initiated in
1996 by the federal Liberals.
Corporate lobby groups, such as the
C.D. Howe Institute, have called for
even deeper cuts to education.
Coincidentally, Canada's "big five"
banks (CIBC, Bank of Montreal,
ScotiaBank, Royal Bank and TD)
are all members ofthe Howe Institute
and (surprise!) also donated the
maximum allowed to Chretien's' 93
and '97 election campaigns, as well
as to Harris'campaign. The
government-mega-bank relationship
can be stated simply in an equation:
"Corporate monetary support" of
political parties equals significant
decrease in government funding, a
hefty increase in tuition fees and
student debt plus bank and
shareholder profits. This equation
can also be reversed. In fact, it is not
certain which leads to which: Does
the corporate-greed ideology beget
money, or vice-versa?

While Canada's big banks made
a record profit of $7 billion in 1997,
they have also "encouraged" the
Harris government to commit to an
Income Contingent Repayment Plan
(ICRP), so as to squeeze more profit
from student debt. Touted as a
solution to financial barriers,
including in the mainstream media,
ICRPs would place those who are
systemically discriminated in thejob
market into a position of prolonged
debt, with interest collected by the
banks, of course. Today's average
university student can expect to
graduate after a four-year program
,with about a $25,000 or $30,000
student debt and a job market
featuring a youth rate of un- and
underemploymentof20%. A student
paying $300 per month for 1°years
on a student loan of$25,000 will end
up paying their bank roughly
$11,000 in interest!' One last note, in
case the evidence doesn't already
speak for itself. In 1995 the federal
government gave the big banks a
monopoly on student loans, thereby



signed.
York sociology professor Janice

Newson, who has authored a book
on the corporatization of
universities, says the details are too
sketchy to gauge what impact this
deal may have on the public purse
but adds it is worth pondering.

She says her interest is piqued by
Munroe-Blum's aside that U ofT is
applying to the provincial and federal
infrastructure funds that provide
cash to upgrade university
equipment so long as an industry
partner is interested in the
development (and puts in a bit of the
cash necessary).

Universities and government,
however, pay the vast majority of
eq,,!ipment costs in both federal and
provincial versions of the fund.

U ofT will not release how much
money it will be putting towards the
initiative. But critics of this sort of
arrangement claim the public ends
up paying for the creation ofresearch
labs that benefit private interests.

"You can begin to see how this
funding becomes a public subsidy
of private business," Newson said.
"It would be interesting to see the
numbers.

"We don't know what Bell is
going to get out of this yet, we'll
have to wait and see." .

-, .::<, •••• ,

Canada Limited
~all==:::=~~------ ----...-- -.-----

Immediate Full-Time, Part-Time and
Summer Positions '

Customer Response Centre Representative

staffupgrades and lab enhancement. interesting paradigm shift for a
She adds that U of T expects corporation like us," McNamee

anotherpromiseof$13.5-'million in -added. "Now the onus is oil us in
the near future, al though Bell working with both schools to identify
Emergius does not seem equally which areas have application value."
assured of this arrangement. Munroe-Blum insists that the

"I don't think there is an university's academic agenda is
expectation of' ties to another completely in line with that of Bell
investment, whether it be $13.5- Emergius. "What makes this a strong
million or zero," Jeff McNamee, and good partnership is that our
vice-president Bell Emerigus, said. academic and research interests

But he does enthusiastically converge. Ifthere is a steering effect
endorse Munroe-Blum's taste in it is us to them, there is no concern
encouraging exploratory research. that it is them to us," she said.
He says the corporation decided that Academics say millions ofdollars
allowing researchers scope in their in funding is good news, but they
intellectual probing makes good would like _to see the contract
,business sense. "We are breaking outlining what Bell receives in
new ground from a corporation's return. Few details are currently
perspective," he said. available since it does not yet exist.

"Exploratory research is the true "This should go to the academic
ground-breaking area we need to be board [of the university's main
aware of since it directs the future," governing body]," Bill Bruneau,

McNamee said, president of the Canadian
mentioning a Association ofUniversity Teachers,
For tun e said. "It makes me nervous because
magazine article we have a track record of
des c rib i n g universItIes, including the
M i c r 0 s 0 f t 's University ofToronto, ~ho get into
savvy campaign a secretive frame of mind and sign
to attract top the deals only to realize they made a
minds to do this big boo-boo and it should have gone
type of research. to the academic board."

"It is a high- Munroe-Blum says the contract
stakes ~,. tfut ,:-' willbemadepubliclyavailableonce

further information on BOG members and
their numerous and shady corporate 'links,
pick up a copy of Dowell's booklet BOG:
Behind the Privatization of Education,
available at the GCSU.)

The evidence may not be listed so in the
mainstream media, but that's because it is
tied to these same corporations. SO,the first
thing that students~do to take 'back ;their
universities is to get informed through the
alternative media - newspapers, magazines, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~iiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil
the Internet, word ofmouth. There is a brand
new national student newspaper, The Studt:nt
Activist, that put out its first issue at the
beginning of the year. You can visit it at the
site ..www.tao.ca/-nrsp.. or check out the
GCSU office for copies.

The next step is to realize that we can qnly
have a voice if it is a
collective one.
Laurentian students
banded together and
demanded a tuition
freeze. They got it and
we can too. M9nday,
March 2nd

, our Board of
Governors will meet at
Glendon, in the Senate
Chamber at 4:00pm.
Let's tell them that their
unaccountability is
unacceptable, and that
we will not support a
tuition hike.' It's a
question of solidarity
among students, among
colleges, universities and
high schools, and
ultimately, among
human rights groups,

labour groups, environmentalists, anti
oppression activists and other social groups.

Finally, make the link. If3% ofCanada's
population owns 80% of the wealth, and the
disparity between the richest and the poorest
grows wider every year, it is obvious that the
wealth is being culled from the backs of the
masses ... and we are all being cut, with the
same political knife.

"Collaboration in high places is a well
known phenomenon of occupied societies,"
I read recently. The privatization of our
universities must be reversed. Let's act now.

ever-changing computer industry.
Both universities expect the cash to
be delivered overa three-year period.

Administrators and business
gurus alike are applauding the
collaborations as a 'win-win-win'
situation. They describe the
partnership ascutting-edge because
it is based around exploratory
research, rather than specialized
projects.

"We made the case that creating
a new company with an R&D
concept with an exploratory mission
is the key to success in the future,"
Munroe-Blum said, adding the
$13.5-million for U of T will go
towards faculty and administrative

The evl_.
IIayIIotbe

Ilted10 ", the
II_treall
lied/a, but

thars_u"
Itls tied to
theIB salle

,orporatlolll.

· -nouvelles
Big bucks from Bell·announced for two

Ontario universities

there is no money available to raise their
salaries the $2600 that it would take to equalize
them with to the male faculty standards ... but
there was money for the three level parking
garage and six-rink hockey arena (both widely
used by York students, I'm sure) that the
BOG has had built recently.

William Dimma, Governor and previous
Chair. Currently a director of fourcomp~nies,.
including Monsanto. This pharmaceutical
multinational is currently suing the Canadian
government because it is practicing its
sovereign right to ban a product it deems
dangerous to the public. Monsanto produces
rBGH, a growth hormone injected into milk
cows, which has been implicated in the
promotion of the growtl) of cancerous cells.
Monsanto doesn't care about the "betterment
of society". Does Mr.
Dimma?

Arden Haynes,
Chancellor. Mr Haynes is
a director of the Royal
Bank and Royal Trust,
retired chairman' of
Imperial Oil, and director
ofMoore Corporation and
ofNorstar Entertainment.
The Royal Bank has made
record profits and has
proposed merging with the
Bank of Montreal, which
would mean the loss of
thousands ofjobs and the
creation of a bank with
more than $450 billion in
assets and 17 million
Canadian customers.
Imperial Oil owes US
$1.15 billion in deferred
taxes, and the Moore Corporation owes US
$53 million to the Canadian government (since
1995). These corporate behaviours do not
make for a better society but for one in which
humans are treated like disposable resources
and the middle and lower classes. bear the
brunt of financing the government. Imagine
if you or I did not pay our taxes ...we'd be in
jail! /

Another notable is Governor Seymour
Schulich, who donated $15 million to the
Faculty of Administrativ~Studies, and had it
named the SchulichSchool ofBusiness. (For

Meg Murphy
Source: The Varsity

TORONTO (CUP) - In a bout of unrestrained enthusiasm, the
University of Toronto has hastily announced wrangling $13.5-million
in research and development funds from a division of Bell Canada
before a written agreement of the deal has even been drafted.

"There is no mystery about the
announcement's timing," Heather
Munroe-Blum,. vice-president
research and international relations
at U of ,T, said. "We just did it as
soon as it was humanly possible."

Although Bell's board of
directors has yet to okay the
promised investment, Munroe-Blum
says the university received a letter
of intent Jan. 30.

Bell Emergius, a new division of
Bell, will see a chain of research
labs set up in its name at both U ofT
and the, University of Waterloo,
which is expecting $9-million from
the corporation. The labs will focus
on developing breakthroughs in the

Pro Tern, Monday, March 2,1998
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PROBLEM: My boyfriend and I went on a vacation during reading week
and ended up having more fights than I can count. My problem is two-fold.
First of all, I have serious issues with the fact that we can't go away and
relax, and we fought when we s.hould have been honeymooning. Secondly,
the basis ofmost ofour fights while away were about what I wanted to wear
either on the beach or at night. Why do you think he freaks out about what
I wear? .Shouldn't he be happy about bikinis or short tops? I don't know
how long I can take fighting over dumb issues...AHHHHH!

SHE: Is your boyfriend Italian? Just kidding! I once dated an Italian guy
and he was obsessed with what I should and shouldn't wear. Basically, I
didn't care what he said. I mean it hurt in a way that he didn't realize that
I was dressing this way for him, not for others. I came to realize that it wasn't
my problem, jt was his obsession with controlling me. Your guy, on the
other hand, might just be generally scared for you that something could
happen when he's not around, that seems a little more of a legit of a reason
than just jealousy and control. If dressing this way is really the way you
want to dress and you won't change it, then that's fine - go girl! However,
don't expect the fighting about it to go away. His adrenaline about the topic
only gets higher and more and more he will probably feel like he has no
control. I really feel bad that you guys spent the time and money to go
somewhere and didn't get to enjoy it, maybe you should bring that to his
attention - that the sun in your relationship doesn't shine anymore.

HE: Look, if your boyfriend doesn't like the way you dress than maybe
there is a problem with it. I'm not saying it is all you, but I think that there
is a need for compromise. Personally I th,ink it is kind ofstupid that you guys
wasted your vacation by fighting. Why 'couldn't you just wear a full-piece
instead of bikini or t-shirt instead of tank top? COMPROMISE. If your
boyfriend was being stubborn and immature then you be the mature one
instead of the two of you squabbling like a couple of two-year oIds!

I can also sympathize with your boyfriend in a sense that 'we as guys
know how other guys think and wouldn't want other guys gawking at our
women. But, for god's sake, GROW UP!

PROBLEM: What is this Valentine's Day crap? Why are we celebrating
the day a.saint was killed by spending a lot of money and having sex?! To
me it's a lot of garbage!

SHE: Talk about an un-romantic person. Haven't you ever fantasized?
Haven't you ever wanted to enjoy Valentine's Day with someone you love?
Maybe your problem is that you haven't ever loved. Let's not forget that
this day is celebrated by people who love each other or love at least each
other's company. That's why if they do go out and have sex, it's to
celebrate. For those of us who love February 14th, this is a wonderful
occasion to show each other how much we love each other, it's not a bump
and grind day where people have sexjust for the heck of it. As far as having
sex on the anniversaries ofa Saint goes, I only wish people will do the same
on the anniversaries of my death!

HE: Hey buddy, someone is bitter, eh! What's your problem, little
anonymous letter writing boy not getting laid? Listen, let people have their
fun and enjoy this day. Nobody cares for the history of it, and they just want
to enjoy it with the people they love, and if you can't seem to find someone
for that. ..look me up and I will refer you to plenty of976 numbers where you
will find plenty of valentine's dates at $3.00 a minute. Happy Valentine's
Day!
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Student abuse of Ritalin raises question
about familiar drug

\
,/

Experts say while the rise in made cautiously, an it usually
prescriptions is substantial, it can be involves more than one consultation
partly explained by an. increased with the student!
awarenessabout ADD. In addition, The discussion about
doctors have recently learned that misdiagnosis of ADD and student
ADD,previouslyseenasachildren's abuse of Ritalin are two recent
disease that was eventually installments in the growing debate
outgrown, can continue into over the drug. Concern about the
adolescence and adulthood. possible negative side-effects of

According to Joan Wolforth, Ritalin and the growing number of
director of McGill's centre for children with ADD being placed on

. students with disabilities, that means it began in the early 1990s, when,
more people are being diagnosed like Prozac, Ritalin became a
and are staying on Ritalin for longer household word across the U.S. and
periods oftime. She says the number Canada.
of students she deals with who have Critics have charged that the drug
been diagnosed with ADD and are can lead to behavioural or addiction
taking Ritalin has increased "from problems, and that it is too readily
zero to 20 over the last five years." prescribed to children.

Still, experts like Wolforth ~n the meantime, however, there
wonder if part of the increased use remain many children and adults
of Ritalin in Canada may be who have ADD and are helped by
attributed to a tendency for some Ritalin. Health care workers like
doctors to make hasty ADD Wolforth, who work with people
diagnoses. "What may be happening who have ADD, are concerned that
is that because its very much on the too much focus On the small amount
public eye some people may be of people who abuse Ritalin will
jumping to make a diagnosis," detract from the drug's legitimacy
Wolforth says of the disorder. as a beneficial treatment for many

Both Tellier and Hoffman agree people.
that there is a problem with According toWolforth, emphasis
misdiagnosis of ADD and on the few students who abuse
subsequent Ritalin use. Ritalin orseekafalseADDdiagnosis

~;1~gre~there':s~isdiagnosi~h9~h~-.sO~lh~y c~!l.,!~c~ive i~_, '~hui19S up a
ways. Some peopie' who have the' sense that [the disorder] doesn't
diagnosis are missed and some who exist."
don't have it arediag,nosed For Wolforth, the concern is to
improperly," Tellier says. prevent reports of abuse from

According to McGill's health undermining the fact that ADD is a
officials, they are careful to make real disorder, one which has only
sure that an ADD diagnosis has been recently begun to be understood.
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help them perform better. They say
an increased awareness about the
drug and Attention Deficit Disorder .
lead some students to come looking
for a diagnosis and quick-fix to their
problems.

But concentration and
organizational difficulties,
associated with ADD and
detrimental to a university career,
can also be caused by other factors
such as depression and anxiety.
According to Tellier, many students
aren't willing to confront the real
cause of their concentration
problems, and so look for a magic
pill.

"What we need is an education
campaign on how students s~ould

deal with stress and prepare for
exams long-term. Ritalin is a quick
.fix," he said. 'l~~

At the same time, Ritalin may not
always work. While students take
the drug because they've heard that
it's a wonder drug which will kick
in instantly and improve their ability
to focus on their studies, many find
that it doesn't work that way. For
some people, taking Ritalin without
a prescription can lead to agitation,
depression, or psychotic episodes

. - impairing, not enhancing, their
concentration abilities.

"This is a potentially dangerous
drug," Hoffman says.

In the end, experts. agree that for
most people, the best way to lower
anxiety, boost energy, improve
concentration and generally do well
at school is through exercise, a
balanced diet, adequate sleep and
relaxation.

WhiIe health officials are cautious
in their estimation ,of how many
students are actually abusing Ritalin,
they do know that there is a general
increase in the number of people
including students - taking Ritalin
for legitimate reasons such as ADD.

In both Canada and the U.S.,
methylphenidate prescriptions have
increased substantially in the past
five years. According to IMS
Canada, a Montreal-based company
which supplies information and
analysis to Canada's health and
pharmaceutical industry,
methylphenidate prescriptions were
up to 652,000 in Canada last year
from 181,000 in 1992. This increase
of 260 percent has caused some
health workers to stop and take
notice, especially since it is not a
new drug. Ritalin has been on the
scene since the early 1990s.

Idella Sturino

MONTREAL (CUP) - It used to be caffeine and caffeine pills. Then
it was amphetamines like speed. Now, i~ seems that Ritalin is fast
becoming the stimulant of choice for stressed-out university students.

Attracted by its concentration- adds. "People say it's not hard to
enhancing effects, many students get."
across North America have turned Norman Hoffman, director of
to methylphenidate, manufactured McGill's mental health service, says
under the brand name Ritalin, as a several students have told hiro that
boost fO,r late-night study sessions. Ritalin is readily available and
The drug is normally prescribed to inexpensive. on campus. But like
treat .Attention· Deficit Disorder Tellier, Hoffman admits diat it is
(ADD), but has surfaced on the difficult to estimate exactlyjusthow
underground market on -campuses many McGill students are abusing
as a study aid. Ritalin.

The concern about the drug's "Someone will come in and say
abuse is the latest strain in a growing they know 10 to 20 students who use
public discourse about Ritalin and it. .. [while] others don't know
the condition which it is meant to anyone using it," he says of his
treat. Ritalin prescriptions have more patients.
than quadrupled in Canada in the Based on anecdotal evidence,
past five years, and there are worries Hoffman guesses that about five per
that prescription of the drug cent, or 125 of McGill's 25,000
following misdiagnosis may be students,arecasuallyexperimenting
marring the reputation and with Ritalin. He says he has seen
effectiveness of a legitimate only a few cases of extreme
treatment for Attention Deficit addiction, and estimates that about
Disorder. 50 McGill students may be abusing

For the pastfew years, newspaper Ritalin regularly.
reports across the U.S. have pointed Still, McGill officials are quick
to Rjtalin abuse by students at New to point out that Ritalin abuse is not
England universities and prep endemic. "A lot more students are
schools, and last March, the using alcohol than Ritalin," Tellier
American Drug Enforcement" points out. -
Administration warned that He adds that McGill's health
teenagers were misusing the drug. centre has not had students come in
Now similar reports of abuse have high on Ritalin. (Students invariably
surfaced in Canada. come in at exam time hyped up on

In Montreal, public attention was caffeine pills and similarstimulants,
focused on Ritalin abuse when a wondering how to deal with the
Jan. 22 Montreal Gazette article jitters, fast heartbeat, and other
boasted the headline: "Students symptoms they produce.)
popping Ritalin to stay alert." According to Hoffman and
Referring to McGill and Concordia Tellier, students are abusing Ritalin
universities, the article claimed that for much the same reason students
thousands of students were taking have always relied on stimulants:
Ritalin to help them study. And while stress. The difference now,however,
that number certainly seems on the is that students' stress levels are

.high end, there is evidence that increasing, and they seem to be
students in Montreal are abusing the seeking more potent study aids.
drug. "The number of students we've

While officials at Concordia seen in the past five years has doubled
University say they have not seen in general," Hoffman of McGill's
any evidence ofRitalin abuse among mental health services, which
students at their school, provides counseling and psychiatric
representatives of Mc9ill' s health services to students, explains.
services concede that, while the "There's a high level ofstreSs out
numbers are hard to quantify, some there. There's a pressure to do well.
students are probably using Ritalin The job market is really scary," he
illicitly. says, adding that many students fear

"We can't [quantify] it, but our that if they don't get straight A's,
impression is that it is being abused they won't succeed.
just like anywhere else. We're. no Tellier agrees that Ritalin abuse
different," Pierre Paul Tellier, among students can largely be
director ofhealth services at McGill, attributed to a general feeling of
said. pressure to excel academically in

Several McGill students surveyed order to stake out a claim in the
for this article said that they had highly competitive job market.
heard of Ritalin being used as a "People are facing pressures that
study aid on the campus. they don't know how to deal with,"

"I've heard it makes you study he says, addjng that Ritalin abuse is
and it doesn't put you to sleep," "a function ofwhat' s happening in
Mike, a first year McGill student our society... and the fact that a
who asked that his real name not be university education may not
used, said. While he says he hasn't guarantee ajob."
tried Ritalin himself, Mike says he Hoffman and Tellier also point
has several friends who have. out that many students come to them

"You get it"through a friend," he seeking a prescription for Ritalin to



Have
you ever
slowed down and pulled over to the
right of the street (e.g. cleared the
way) to let ambulances and
firetrucks pass you by, when their
lights are flashing and horns
blaring? If so, you did the right
thing. To sum it up, imagine it was
you in the ambulance, or yourhouse
on fire. Enough said.

Well, I hope this will help to
alleviate some of the problems you
encounter on the roads and
highways. I consider this article
therapy for my many unhappy
encounters. Until next time, happy
driving!
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mysteries. Just shake your head
and hope he/she doesn'J slow
down...that would be fun, wouldn't
it? (not).

ANGRY DRIVER:
Someone going berserk behind

or beside you, angry about
something you did (and you don't
even know what)? Stay calm, drive
on. This is called Road Rage folks,
welcome to Toronto. Ifyou are that
angry fool: What are you planning
to do, jump on his/her car? Calm
down, turn on .. the radio, rela-ax.
You will never see that nincompoop
again; so go home, chump.

AMBULANCES AND
FIRETRUCKS

Too many careless pedestrians are
jaywalking underextremely heavy
traffic conditions. Some even
slow down to watch their/our
progress as we approach them!
The nerve! Now, I am not
suggesting murder here folks,
but just don't give them the
impression that you will
slow down, or you better
slow down, when they
jump in front of you! ~~~~~~§§~§J(~
Pedestrians can gauge
how fast you're car is.
going, so keep driving your ''-~~~~"-~lllIIO'"

normal speed and they will
just wait for you to go by
before they decide to cross.

DRIVERS WITH CELL
PHONES:

Is there a driver"ahead of you
driving slowly while cradling a cell
phone? Drivearoundhimlher: They
are an accident waiting to happen.
End of story.

DRIVER AHEAD
OCCUPYING TWO LANES AT
ONCE:

See someone straddling two
lanes? What's the deal here?! They
don't own the road! If you are the
Straddler: Make up your #%$*A!!
Mind! Or pull over to the curb, and
think about it if you have to....
Stupid! If you are witnessing this
vile act: What can I say? It is one

Must be a nice thri 11 for those around
you trying to cross the intersection!

RIGHT OF WAY: LEFT OR
RIGHT GUY?

My all-time favorite of course,
is when the driver making the right
hand turn is in conflict with the one
making the left-hand turn. Who
has the right of way? Did you read
your driving manual? Go back,
read it! It clearly states that drivers
making a right hand turn have the
right ofway .- However, I've noticed
some dummies who, in making a
right hand turn, don't know who
goes first, so I tend to take advantage
of their confusion and make my
tum before they do. Hey, ya snooze,
ya lose.

PEDESTRIANS WITH A
DEATH WISH:

Yes, I've seen whole families
(with infants in tow) crossing streets
while cars are speeding by at 80
km/hour. These people obviously
forgot they could still receive a
ticket for jaywalking in our fine
city if they are caught doing so.
And boy, I sure wish they would.

perspectives
Driving Etiquette, The New Nineties

'art'eux
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Back for more tips on how to survive driving in Toronto's
increasingly busy streets. To some, my advice may be verging on the
illegal, unethical or even pathological. But trust me: ifyou drive even
several times a week, you are familiar with many of the issues I
mention here and are looking for solutions to your own driving stress.
So here we go again:

WAITING FOR TRAFFIC TO
CLEAR:

Well, we all see it on our streets:
Somebody's fro~tbumperprotrudes
out of a driveway as the driver
over-anxiously waits to get onto
the·street. Isn't that annoying? You
have to swerve around the car, even
though the lane is yours to drive on.

What to do? Honk your horn in
disapproval. I had been doing this
myself up until recently, when I
realized how rude, not to mention
dangerous this behavior was. It
takes only one minute to back your
car up a bit so it is not protruding
onto the lane, so do it.

CLEARING AN
INTERSECTION, MAKING A
LEFfTURN:

Want to have a fast accident?
Don't watch for oncoming traffic
when you make a left hand turn.
Or, better still, don't watch for
pedestrians. Here is the best:
making a right hand turn, then
deciding two seconds later (with
yoursigna) sti)J going) to go straight
through the intersection. Wow!

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Belief - the power of self-actualization
Maggie Van Luven
The idea of this generation having to bear the burden of the baby

boomers is looming before us as a harsh reality of the future. It is not
only a demographic certainty that one out of every three of us will be
responsibe for a parent or two into their elder years, but we are
expected to sit by and allow history to unfold without a fight.

This should be clarified as I do
not mean to convey that we should
be placing our elderly and sick
parents into cold, sterile institutions
as has become the norm. Every
option involves major sacrifices.
However we are the. generation
that must feel the weight offinancial
instability, employment insecurity,
technological bombardment and a
decline in overall moral integrity.
How are we supposed to react?
Like complacent beings that have
no dignity or pride to speak for
ourselves?

Frequently I find myself within
the narrow confines ofthe following
argument: all the protesting and
advocating in the world will not
affect change. Is this the consensus
or do you feel as I do and continue
to sit and shake my head in a mild
state of despair, knowing that any
argument is futile with those that
have this belief. I have been an
advocate of women's rights, a pro
active political participant, a
volunteer for those suffering from
AIDS among other things. Ibelieve
I have effectuated some change. I
have been able through my letters,

through my dogged determination
to have at least one other person
with a little more power than myself
present another viewpoint that will
be heard by yet ·another. Here you
have a snowball effect, and granted
there are times when all the effort
seems to be for naught. But
persistence and determination will
avail many things, including
change.

It is time for us to change and
become the leaders we are destined
to be. The governments are failing
us on so many levels. The middle
class is being ·eradicated and the
officials see no harm in these
segregations. In order for us to
succeed we must unite in small
ways that are overlooked by the
masses. The sharing ofinformation
that results in change must be
promoted. The mile prior to the
result is long and arduous yet
exceedingly able to yield reward
and satisfaction.

As a rule I have been adversarial
to conglomerates and government
systems over the years. However a
revelation occurred to me that there
are systematic ways to deal with

issues that consume me. There are
cracks in every system. Backdoors
to every room, shortcuts through
every program and a key to open
any lock. Finding them may be
tricky, the repercussions severe but
the result is the fruition of what
your passion is.
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told life.
I have fears about the future;

how I will care for my mother in her
elderly years? Will I ever own a
home with land that is truly mine?
Will I be able to raise children in the
manner they deserve? Not to
mention paying off my aSAP debt
when I am done. Recognition is
powerful and a tool with many uses.
I believe that if I find the ways to
promote what begets happiness,
health, equality and compassion
onto those less fortunate then I will
be an enriched individual- a person
worthy of merit for the efforts
exerted.

Giving is one ofthe greatestgifts

ofall, a jailbird once told me. Even
he found a way, in a harsh system,
to send a message, one so simple
yet so profound. If we all gave to
our families, lives would be better.

Ifwe all tookcare ofour neighbours,
life would be less difficult. Ifwe all
stretch our capabilities to their
maximum potential, our passions
may very well become realities.



What did you do on
Reading Week?
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For the first time in my academic career I
didn't go away or party...1 came to school
for the most of my week off and
researched... quite boring...come to think
of it, I actually read during reading
week...Eew!
-Annamaria Kougias

I went to Costa Rica. I went white water
rafting. I also went in the jungle. I got to
wear my bikini.
-Dave Taillefour

Emile de Rosnay

Went down to Windsor U. this reading
week for a conference.

Windsor: the Detroit river speeding subtly
by, eddies and swirls, in which you dare not
dip, and Detroit across, the ugly city of
trampling and corporate edifices - those
zones of blithe and decay (too bad I didn't
go) - run in each direction eclipsing any
hope that nature could dare express its green
array. Windsor: almost an antidote.

Windsor has an Anglican church across
the street from the new multi-million dollar
mega casino that will arise in the near future.
This will bring in much needed cash from
that monster across the river. At a high cost,
some Windsorites feel, especially those from
the Anglican chuch, whose view ofbeautiful
Detroit will be blocked by this mastodon.
The question of advantages and
disadvantages arises, and I will leave these
dilemmas for you to chew upon.

The University is a positive aspect of this

city. It has a York Mainesque mixture of ugly
60s buildings and modern Vari Hall-types,
but it also has old ones. There are also houses
along the river, near the campus which remind
me ofthe beaches, making a pleasant contrast
to Detroit. One of those 60s towers has on its
roof a lighted sign with yellow letters saying,
"University of Windsor". It gives the
university a conformity to its surroundings,
yet imploring, "look at us", which makes it all
the more ironic. Let's face it, this city is so
dominated by the idea of America that the
concept ofa university is in opposition, barely
holding on. The university life is a retreat
from the imposing urbanness; it is a lively
campus, and we were made to feel welcome
by the students who belong more to a small
town campus ironically poised in this
bordertown setting. Meanwhile, Ambassador
Bridge looms over this scene, the gateway to
Detroit across which files of trucks and cars
sleepwalk.

My W"kIl1Cuba
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were present, it's just that there was an
underlying tension, a feeling that I couldn't
quite shake. Perhaps the fact that Cuba is
ridiculously poor had somethingto do with it.
Ridiculously poor because of ludicrous
blockades from the U.S. (communism? please,
I don't see China facing crushing embargos
from the Americans do you?) coupled with

the fall of the U.S.S.R.
Another point of tension was the fact that

my boyfriend of four years and I were in the
process of breaking up. In Cuba. On our
vacation. Those unlimited rum based drinks
came in handy I tell you. But it was more than
that. All I can say is I think everyone should
go to Cuba at some point in their lives, not to
lie on a beach wasting their time, but to see
another country that is so completely different
from their own. It may not be 'fun' but it'll
certainly be an experience worth
remembering.

. 12 fevrier - 15 mars·
TOPOGRAPHIES DE LA PEAU
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. 30 avril - 8 mai ·
MFA THESIS EXHIBITION BY KINGA ARAYA

· 16 avril - 24 avril·
MFA THESIS EXHIBITION BY MARC AUDETTE

. 26 mars - 9 avril·
PHOTOS OF GLENDON BY BEVERLY MCMULLEN
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Jennifer Westcott

It is rather difficult to say whether or not
I actually had a good time in Cuba or not. It
was definately interesting and a real eye
opener, but 'l'"m not sure if you could truly
call it 'fun'.

First and foremost, Cuba is perhaps the
most beautiful country I have ever been to.
It is called the "qreen ~lligator" - alligator

sprawling, lush vegetation that covers the
entire island. The most memorable
experience was when my companions and I
rode up a mountain on the back of an army
truck. After hiking for an hour, and
swimming in mountain pools complete with
twenty foot waterfalls, we discovered the
most fantastic view I have ever seen in my
life. It was absolutely breathtaking.

The resort we stayed at was all right, but
the food was horrid although unlimited beer
and rum more than compensated for that.

So all the elements of a good vacation

it's covered by four feet ofsnow. In
the summer though, it's beautiful.
Once the water recedes from the
flood, you can go visit the Forks.
There's even the remains of Lower
Fort Garry and Louis Riel's house.

Of course, I didn't spend my
reading week touring the sites. I
didn't even spend the week
reading. I danced and relaxed. I
wouldn't have had it any other
way.

Visited St. Lawrence market. Went north,
skied with a friend, talked about
relationships and women. Read.
-Paul Fabry

that live there, and I had a blast!
Thanks to the mild winter, it wasn't
the usual -40 C. I went to the bars
legally (you only have to be eighteen
there), saw my brother and my little
nephew, and visited with old
friends. What more can you ask
for?

I wouldn't recommend Winnipeg
in February to anyone unless they
have a specific reason for going.
It's a pretty boring city to tour when

Nothing...1 worked.
-Ed Beres

ShellyMcman~ W"k 111 WlI1terpeg
Nothing.••1 worked.
-Phil Morris

I went home, didnothing...but I ate real
food!
-Cedrick Thierren

If anyone gets the chance during
reading week, they travel. Usually
the destination is somewhere warm,
like Florida or Cuba. Not me. I
went to Winnipeg.

We all know of the cold city in
southern Manitoba affectionately
known as Winterpeg, but has
anyone actually been therein
February? Believe me, the city is
beautiful but very cold in February.

I went to visit friends and family
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Cafe Nervosa: The

Connoisseur's Cookbook

Entertainment has updated the script
to Twelve Angry People to suit the
modern, mixed cast. Directed by
Alexander Galant, playing at The
Village Playhouse Studio Theatre.
Rating ***1/2
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Sherman L. SergeI adapted
Reginald Rose's original 1954
teleplay to become the stageplay
Twelve Angry Men. Since it was
originally written at a time when
only men served on a jury, Medly

rendezvous across North America
as the gathering place for the baby
buster generation, those born
between 1970 and 1980.

Currently available at both
Indigo! and Chapters bookstores
across Canada, this book is firmly
dedicated towards fulfilling the
appetite of the high society trendy
coffeehouse ofthe next millenniurn.

the interaction between these two
characters, as they duke it out over
the long standing black-white issue.

The entire play takes place in the
present hour with two intermissions,
each slotted after only a half hour.
This serves to pull the audience into
the story and then cuts them off. It
would be more effective to have
incorporated only one intermission,
as there are no costume or scene
changes. The small, enclosed stage
personalizes the production, and
really engages the audience.

Twelve Angry People is based on
the real-life experience of ajury by
Reginald Rose. His story, penned
12 Angry Men, first aired on
September 20, 1954 on CBS. As
prejudice was the hot topic of the
day, Rose won an Emmy for this
well-written, substantial script.

Three years later Henry Fonda
(Juror#8) and Rose co-produced a
feature length remake ofthe original
script with an all new cast. The film
received an Academy Award
nomination for Best Picture although
it was not considered a box office
hit. Over the years it has become a
classic film and is used in sociology
classes to study dominant paradigms
(a model for behavioural study), and
passive vs. aggressive argument
styles.

In the stir of the OJ Simpson trial,
Rose was once again approached to
remake an updated version of 12
Angry Men with Jack Lemmon as
Juror #8. Rose had also published a
novel version in which the accused
had supposedly shot his father in
cold blood.

questions about the testimonies that
have been delivered and before long
Juror #9, played by Michelle
Anthony, is supportive. Anthony's
character is an old, White woman
who believes the testimony about
the struggle between the young man
and his father given by an old, lonely
man who witnessed the accused
fleeing from the scene to be an
exaggeration, if not a complete
fabrication. Ofcourse the old woman
attests to thi.s attention-seeking
figment through personal
experience. Anthony's delivery is
believable as the empathic old
woman. Her costume is not
extravagant but the perfected slump
and limp are a great touch.

This play taps into a range of
situations and emotions. Issues of
standing up and alone for one's
beliefs, feelings of loneliness and
neediness, racism and
discrimination, ignorance, abuse,
and poverty all surface. Each
character plays an important role
and face his or her own prejudice, as
well as the prejudices of others.

Riveting performances are given
by all, especially Edwards, and Juror
#3, played by Kris Saric. Saric is a
threatened, angry, White father with
issues of his own. His acting is
passionate and his feelings, however
perverse, are believable and real.
Much of the piece relies heavily on

beverages and
m 0 u t h
watering
cuisine which
were tested in
the kitchens of
Southern
Living to
ensure the
recipe's success. In addition to the
four recipe sections, the book
contains full page color photos and
excerpts from favorite Frasier
episodes. In the same fashion, Cafe
Nervosa is considered the
fashionable refuge on the series and
has appeared in numerous scenes,
the coffeehouse atmosphere is also
becoming the place of social

Coffeehouse connoisseurs and
non-connoisseurs will definitely
appreciate owning a copy of this
book. Consider the book a must
have addition to accompany your
favorite blend ofdouble decafnonfat
laue, medium foam, dusted with the
faintest whisper of cinnamon.

For those who are a part of the
coffeehouse culture, will be
engulfed by 103 favorites of both
Niles and Frasier, inspired by the
Cafe Nervosa ambiance. The
humour placed uniquely between
the various recipes is worth while
reading on a day when you feel low
and need a non-caffeine boost. The
hardcover version retails for $19.95
and also contains thirst quenching

Twelve Angry People is a three act legal drama set in a United States'
City Court House on a hot summer day. The play begins with the jury
deliberating over the case, a young man accused of committing
partricide, that has been presented over the course of six long and
grueling days.

The entire piece takes place
within the four walls ofa Jury Room.
There are no fancy, extensive props
- only the basics to emphasize the
feel of a Jury Room. The play does
not rely heavily on anything more
than an excellent script and a strong
cast of characters, including twelve
jurors ofdiverse backgrounds and a
guard.

Apart from the discourse, the
characters' diversity is
communicated through their simple
and recognizable clothing. Each
costume is suited with a hint of
stereotype, although it is not
overdone, and each characters is an
individual, offering a distinctive
voice. Within minutes the audience
gets a feel for the dominant
characters and a sense of the story.

The characters are frustrated and
are desperate to end this burdensome
case and the scene begins with a
vote. The jurors realize they're not
in agreement as one of them has
voted not guilty. This juror, #8,
played by Neville Edwards, feels
the story is lacking and many
questions have been left unasked.
Edwards is a Black man and as the
story unfolds we learn the accused
is as well. Since the accused is from
the slurns and has a record, the rest
of the jury is quick to judge and find
the accused guilty without a
reasonable doubt. Juror #8 raises

Luke Webbe

~notherpieceofFrasier~e~orabiliahas~und~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
its way to a bookstore near you. Seattle's two most 1.:·::::\:::\\:;\JlI\J~:[\:\I\::::\:\~;:::t\\\I\:::::I:~::l:1

famous psychiatrists serve up incredible edibles
featured at their well known coffeehouse Cafe
Nervosa. The book Cafe Nervosa: The
Connoisseur's Cookbook isdeveloped under license
from Viacom Consumer Products and published
byOx~oorHouse BooksofBirmingham,~Iabama. .:,:::"::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::,::::::::,,, Ililllillillill
The book is not just filled with decadent recipes, it I:{{{::?::::::}:::::::tt:?:i:::::::~:~ 1~~j~:\ll:!;~~ll~:!~·l!llll~ll\!j~~I~~ll::·.:!i::~~:::~i~~[::i:::\\~!!:jl!:lll:ll:::l:;::l:;ll~l~~~lil~
also contains witty quotes taken directly from the 1~:\:::::~::::::::::::~::~:::::1:1~:::::~:::~1111]ji

Frasier series on NBC.
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Olympic overview
at an Olympic Competition.

Our Gold medalists included:
Ross Rebagliatti-snowboarding;
our Women's Curling team
Sandra Schmirler, Jan Betker, Joan
McCusker, Marcia Gudereit and
Atina Ford; the Two Man Bobsled

After a thrilling and some what exciting fourteen days in Nagano,
it is only fitting that some attention is paid JO the Winter Olympic
Games.

Our Olympic Athletes faired
well next to the world's best. In
total they brought home a total 15
medals-six GOLD, five SILVER,
and four BRONZE. In the end, the
Nagano Olympics proved to be
Canada's best ever performance

team of Pierre Lueders and David
MacEachern who tied Italy for
Gold; Catriona Le May Doan in
Long track Speed Skating; Annie
Perreault for Short track Speed
Skating; and the Men's 5000 meter
relay team ofEric Bedard, Derrick
Campbell, Marc Gagnon, and
Francois Drolet.

Our Silver Medalists included:

Elvis Stojko-Men's Figure
Skating; our Men's Curling team
which consisted of Mike Harris,
Collin Mitchell, George Karrys,
and Paul Savage; Susan Auch for
Short track Speed Skating; Jeremy
Wotherspoon in the Men's 500
Meter and last and definitely not
least the women's Hockey team.

Our Bronze Medalists included:

Catriona Le May Doan in the
Women's 1000 meter; Kevin
Overland in the Men's 500 meter;
the Women's 3000 meter relay
team of Christine Boudrias,
Isabelle Charest, Annie Perreault
and Tania Vincent and the last of
our medal winners Eric Bedard
for in the speed skating Men's
1000 meters.

been plagued by injuries and by
political controversy in her home
country. Chen also skated a
wonderfully choreographed
program by Canadian Sandra
Bezic,who also choreographed
Ljpinski's program. The fourth
position went to Maria Butirskaya,
a 25 year old Russian skater who
was very critical of Lipinski's
skating and rejoicing after her
skates, calling it childish and
immature.

What do you expect, she's 15 not
25?But she is somethingButirskaya
may never be - an Olympic
Champion.

score of 3-2.
On t~e flip side of this news, at

least they did not destroy the
Olympic village. The U.S. hockey
team-another heavy favorite in the
gold medal show-down - did not
even make the play6ffround losing
two of three games in the round -.
robin portion of the tournament.
Disgusted by their perfo~ance,

some members of the team
destroyed some rooms at the
Olympic village. Gary Bettman,
commissioner of the NHL, has
offered to perform an inquiry into
the events with hopes that the
person/persons behind destruction
will come forward. The NHL and
Bettman are in shock at this display
ofpoor sportsmanship and are even
more surprised that team USA
hockey has not offered an apology.

The Glendon Counselling
Centre congratulates this
year's winners of the Resume
contest:

1st prize: Hetti-Marie Manu
2nd prize: Regina Lee

Contestants and others are
invited to receive comments
and critique of their resume
at the Centre, E103 GH,

487-6709

Many believe that this combination
earned this estimated $20 million
teen the gold.

Their rivalry - no doubt not
encouraged by the media - will
certainly be present at the upcoming
World Championships in March.

The third place winner, Lu Chen
of China, skated her final
competition in Nagano. At 21, Chen
has two Olympic bronze medal and
a world championship to her credit.
Since the 1994 Olympics, Chen has

Dr Dan Cohen, MD, CCFP
Family Physician

Primary and Preventive Health Care
Care of Children, Adults and the

Elderly
Immunizations, Annual Physicals,
Individual and Couple Counselling
Now Accepting New Patients

Nous parlons Fran~ais

Se Habla Espanol
33Sheppard Ave. E., Suite 205

at Bayview. Free Parking
Call: 225-5400

and the man known affectionately
as 'the dominator', Domnic
Hasek.Unlike the Russia-Canada
battle of the seventies with Tretiak
in net, the Olympians had seen
Hasek and knew what he was
capable of. The dream ended by a
score of 2-1 in a shoot out. Both
Roy and Hasek played brilliantly
and unfortunately one of them had
to lose.

With an entire country hoping
for bronze medal, our pros lost that
game too to the Finnish national
team, headed by Teppo Numminen,
Esa Tikkanen, Saku Koivu and
Teemu Selanne. Canada failed by a

Little Lipinski-Olympic
champ

Canada fourth in
standings, but first in class.

But anyways, Michelle Kwan
finished second to Lipinski at U.S.
nationals in January, her artistic
ability earned her perfect marks
from all the judges, she was a heavy
favorite to win gold in Nagano.
Lipinski, who became the youngest
woman in history to win gold, gave
a better technical program than an
artistic program, a technical
program which included a triple/
triple combination - a combination
not performed by any other skater.

Alison Sammut
In the end, the grace and elegance ofMichelle Kwan was not good

enough to beat the youth ofTara Lipinski. Youth, both of these young
skaters are under the age of IS!

, Alison Sammut
Once again, our hockey team has failed. They lost to team USA at the

World Cup of Hockey and now to Domnik Hasek and the Czech
Republic. Canada's dream team consisted of the finest professionals
that amateur hockey has developed.

Wayne Gretzky, Eric Lindros,
Patrick Roy, Joe Sakic, Joe

~~~~~~~~~~~'~~~~.~~~Nieuwendyk, ~eith Pri~eau,

IIIIIIII TheorenFleury, Rod Brind'A~our,
Ray Bourque, Al MacInnis,
Brendan Shanahan, Rob Blake,
Steve Yze~an, Shane Corson,
MarkRecchi, RobZamuner, Trevor
Linden, Adam Foote, Eric
Desjardins, Chris Prongerand Scott
Stevens finished first in their group
and tied Russia with six points in
the round robin tournament. They
then went on to play Kazakhstan - a
team with no NHL experience - in
the quarter-final. Their final match
was against the Czech Republic,
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